Suggested School Supplies for Upper School

The supplies each student brings will be determined by personal preference. We stock a variety of supplies in our on-campus School Store. There are also trips on the weekend to local shopping areas that include stores where supplies can be purchased.

The list below is a starting point for thinking about the supplies you need. The first two items are required:

- **Laptop Computer** (required for all students)
- **Ti83, Ti83plus, Ti84 graphing calculator** (required for Physics 1 and higher; also for SAT testing)
- USB Drive--optional (most students will store documents on Google Drive)
- Backpack
- Paper for note-taking….students prefer a wide variety of styles: 3 ring-paper, individual notebooks, multiple subject notebooks
- Binder with dividers, pocket folders (if student prefers this method of note-taking)
- Notecards (if preferred)
- Pens and #2 pencils
- Highlighters (optional)
- For Dorm students: Power Strip (6’ cord is helpful)
- For Dorm students: Desktop lamp
- For Dorm students: Portable book shelves or cubbies for storing books

With the tools available on individual laptops, many students will prefer to write and store notes electronically, or to maintain calendars electronically (on their phone, on Google Calendar).
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